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Sewer O&M is a $50B/yr Government Expenditure (US)
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 800,000 miles of public sewer 
(1,287,500 km)
 500,000 miles of private sewers 

(805,000 km)
 Earth-to-Moon is 238,900 miles 

(384,472 km)
 CCTV’ing even 1% of this produces 

38,133 hours worth of video…

 …which must be viewed 
  by a human being

US Conference of Mayors. Local Government Investment in Water and Sewer, 2000-2015. Richard F. Anderson, Ph.D.
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Spotlight on Canada 
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 Majority of wastewater 
pipes are >50 years old
 ~25% of assets are in fair or 

worse condition
 ~15-30% of assets are in 

unknown condition
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Impediments to Proactive Approach
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36%

21%

14%

29%

Funding Technical Deficiency
Time/Personel Lack of Strategy

Source: 2012 WRF Study on Proactive Cond Assessment/Renewal

Capital Investment 
Gap is $81 billion

ASCE 
2021

Infrastructure Report Card
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What the CCTV inspector has to worry about…
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 Mobilization
 Safety / Traffic Control
 Locating the manholes
 Setup 
 Cleaning
 Inspection
 Defect coding
 Equipment maintenance 

& repairs
 Demobilization / Disposal
 Data transfer
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…what the CCTV engineer has to worry about.
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 Data import
 QC code review
 Code adjustment (correct for bias)
 Individual video interpretation
 Pipe scoring (RUL analysis)
 Correction action/preventive 

maintenance recommendations
 Cost estimating
 Business case evaluations
 Work order assignment/tracking
 Continuous updating
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The Life of 1,000LF (305 m) of Sewer Video
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Task Duration Total Time

FIELD CREWS

Mob/Recon/Setup 1-2 hr 1-2 hr

Cleaning 3 hr 4-5 hr

Pilot the Robot 0.5 hr 4.5-5.5 hr

Data Coding 1.5-3.5 hr 6-8 hr

Extract/Demob 1 hr 7-9 hr

Robot Repairs 0.5-1 hr 7.5-10 hr

Data/Transfer 1 hr 8.5-11 hr

OFFICE ENGINEERS

Import 0.5-1 hr 9-12 hr

QC Review Coding 2-3 hr 11-15 hr

Report 1 hr 12-16 hr
Technology has improved the process over 
the decades but not conquered it.  
It remains a time-consuming effort.

30-40% of total is related
to just coding & review
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Artificial Intelligence in Sewer Inspection 
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 Several AI Tools and Products are In the Market
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Dragonfly is Jacobs’ digital solution to sewer 
condition assessment, co-created with 
Hitachi.
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Automated Sewer CCTV Defect Coding
Dragonfly applies artificial intelligence to 
automatically detect defects in raw CCTV inspection 
videos

Industry Standard Output
Dragonfly rapidly produces consistent, accurate PACP 
output, usable in any pre-existing workflow and 
CMMS/CCTV software

Reliable Business Intelligence
Dragonfly integrates with Jacobs’ Argon tool and 
supports asset management
 Optimizes reinspection and maintenance schedules 
 Prioritizes asset rehabilitation lists
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How it Works!
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Data Prep Login Create Request
Dragonfly 
Complete

Data Prep QA/QC
Dragonfly 
to Argon

Machine AnalysisCreate RequestData Prep

A glimpse into the analysis models …

Original Inspection 
Video

Defect Heatmap 
Algorithm

Anomaly Threshold 
Algorithm

Defect Labeling
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Login Create Request
Dragonfly 
Complete

Data Prep QA/QC
Dragonfly 
to Argon

Machine AnalysisCreate RequestData Prep

PACP certified technicians review and verify machine output.
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Refinement and calibration for a consistent PACP deliverable
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Machine 
Output

QC 
Refinement

Login Create Request
Dragonfly 
Complete

Data Prep
Dragonfly 
& Argon

Machine AnalysisCreate RequestData Prep

Jacobs AI training QC

QA/QC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 MINUTE - MaryaAnd this is an example (taken from our AI training QC) of the refinement of raw machine output to produce a familiar PACP dataset.The chart is a simple “pipe graph”, which shows the inside of the pipe like an unrolled map, with “clock position” on the y-axis, and “linear footage between MH” on the x-axis.The orange dots are raw machine output and their size and shade corresponds to how strong an observation correlates to a specific defect.  Blue dots are an example of how a refinement threshold is set to condense the verbosity into the distinct sewer defect codes which we would expect to see in a report.This is also an important peek into where our industry is headed with AI data like this.  As you can see, there is a richness in the machine output which is condensed to make a familiar PACP report that most of the tools in our trade rely on (like CCTV software, CMMS packages, and GIS maps).  But in the future, as these platforms evolve, so to will the ability to leverage the detail of machine data.…this is also a peek at where our industry is headed
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Login Create Request
Dragonfly 
Complete

Data Prep QA/QC
Dragonfly 
to Argon

Machine AnalysisCreate RequestData Prep

Dragonfly produces a NASSCO Standard Exchange PACP database.
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AI in action: Proven Effectiveness

D

• Large USA municipal utility piloted 
Dragonfly and compared against 17,000LF 
of trusted, manually coded, legacy data

• AI identified important nuanced defects 
and overall pipe severity levels that were 
overlooked

• Client enabled to better optimize 
preventive maintenance and repair plans

Case Study: Side-by-Side Comparison CCTV Footage by Year and Structural Condition Grade

Manual Coding

Dragonfly

Login Create Request
Dragonfly 
Complete

Data Prep QA/QC
Dragonfly 
to Argon

Machine AnalysisCreate RequestData Prep

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 MINUTE - JamesWhat you’re seeing here is a short case study of the solution in action, where a customer used Dragonfly to code over 3 miles of data that was manually coded previously – and then compare the results.The exhibit is a graph showing years on the x-axis, and the total amount of CCTV performed each year (in miles) on the y-axis.  The darker color shades indicate a more severe overall structural condition based on the defects that were coded in those pipes in that year.As you can see, there we several years (2014, 2017, and 2018) where Dragonfly identified more variation between the pipe conditions, as well as pipes with a higher severity.It is important to note that this is not a “gotcha.”  This is a sophisticated client, with highly organized and well-trained inspection crews.  Rather, this case study testifies that fatigue is real, and Dragonfly’s automation (which never fatigues) can bring value and effectiveness even to fully-mature sewer management organizations.
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Dragonfly in action: Reliable Quality

D

Case Study: 12-inch VCP Case Study: 10-inch CIPP Liner

Dragonfly
Dragonfly

Manual Coding Manual Coding

Defect Severity Grade Defect Severity Grade

Login Create Request
Dragonfly 
Complete

Data Prep QA/QC
Dragonfly 
to Argon

Machine AnalysisCreate RequestData Prep

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 MINUTE - JamesThis is another case study showing a side-by-side comparison between a manual coding process and Dragonfly, when looking at specific defects.In this 12-inch VCP, we can see a lot was going on, of which the inspector caught the most important issues – but not all.  Dragonfly identified 3x as many defects.  Individually, accounting for the distinction may not be a major issue – but when these differences are applied throughout a system it can be very important for identifying and prioritizing more troubled areas over others.In the 10-inch CIPP, the deformed liner went unrecords by the inspector – likely because of the subtlety of the out-of-roundness.  Dragonfly identified and measured this defect, so that this kind of issue can be reliably tracked over time to see if the condition worsens.Again, these are not, “gotchas.”  Instead, they are examples of practical limits of manual coding when conducted at-scale, and how Dragonfly’s automation makes a difference for the better.
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Create Request
Dragonfly 
Complete

QA/QCMachine Analysis
Dragonfly 
to Argon

LoginData Prep Create RequestData Prep

Featured in EPA Technology Review:
Innovative Internal Camera Inspection and Data Management for Effective 
Condition Assessment of Collection Systems, 2010

• Provides prescriptive asset management
• Analyzes your pipes and produces:

• Advanced condition scores
• Reinspection and maintenance schedules
• Prioritized lists of pipes needing rehab
• Repair/replacement cost estimates
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Completes the inspection to work order cycle.

Maintenance 
Management 

System

Engineering 
Review/GIS/etc.

Inspection 
Software

Field Crews
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Leverage your information through dynamic, 
customizable dashboards.
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100% web-based application that offers easy and secure 
uploads, processing, and access to results

 Uses informed-AI to identify priority pipes, plan re-
inspection and maintenance needs, and produce 
cost estimates

 Interactive business intelligence visualizations 
provide insight into current and future conditions

 Output files can be downloaded and imported into 
any tabular-based data management system

Identifies what to do next for reinspection, maintenance, 
and rehabilitation

Rehab cost estimates and schedule

Added value with Argon insights: reliable and optimized pre-engineering 
recommendations, schedules, and costs
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Score AI Trigger Risk Next Step Costing

Calculate 
condition 
scores

Target defect 
combinations

Calculate risk 
scores
(bottom up)

Create:

 Re-inspection plan and schedule

 Maintenance plan and schedule

 Rehab plan (for CIP)

Estimate:

 Current repair/replace/rehab costs

 RUL & Lifecycle costs

 Trench locations and rehab methods

21

Advanced analytics for asset management

Inspection data         
from Dragonfly

Asset Inventory / GIS

Work Order History
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Glimpse into Output: Scores

CostNext StepScore
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Glimpse into Output: Next Step

CostNext StepScore
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Integrate Argon results with GIS

Uninspected Pipes by COF Grade

Structural Grades Priority Pipes Needing Rehab

Maintenance Grades

Pipes Needing Reinspection by COF

Pipes Needing Cleaning by Grade 

C
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Glimpse into Output: Costs

CostNext StepScore
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Data Prep QA/QC

How you can use Artificial Intelligence

Login Create 
Request

Data Prep QA/QCMachine 
Analysis

Create 
Request

Data 
Prep Conduct QA/QC

Checks
Process Historic
Data Save on In-Field Time

 Empower crews to 
focus on logistics and 
safety – not defect 
coding

 Deferring defect coding 
can reduce in-house 
inspection costs by 3-
14% and 3rd party costs 
by 20-26%

 Enforce quality 
expectations on existing 
deliverables

 Automating the defect 
coding process for QC 
can save between 8% to 
45% of office costs

 Code your old videos 
and turn old data into a 
forecasting tool for the 
future

 A 10% increase in 
accuracy lifecycle 
forecasts can result in 
up to 25% reduction in 
ownership costs

Standardize Surveys

 Objective coding for 
effective comparison of 
Pre- and Post- 
Construction Surveys 
and Warranty Surveys

 Quality assessment of 
new construction 
pipeline prior to being 
assumed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARYA2 MINUTES:We priced Dragonfly to make a strong business case for customer.Each of these use cases can yield immediate returns with no up-front lump-sum fixed cost commitment.Note: Basis of costs (do not need to read, but available for Q&A)Lifecycle cost analysis is based on time-value-of money and reactive costs vs. proactive costs for maintenance and sewer repairsOffice cost range is based on in-house technician rates (e.g. the utility self-performs the QC) versus professional services rates (e.g. the open market labor rate)In-house inspection estimates based on analysis on slide 25 but using all in-house rates, range is based on whether or not in-house QC (but not full defect coding) is also performed3rd party inspection estimates based on analysis on slide 25 but using all 3rd party open market rates, range is based on whether or not in-house QC (but not full defect coding) is also performed



Thank you!
dragonfly-info@jacobs.com

https://www.jacobs.com/technology/dragonfly

Marya.Jetten@jacobs.com

https://www.instagram.com/jacobsconnects/
https://www.facebook.com/JacobsConnects/
https://twitter.com/JacobsConnects
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jacobs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/jacobsworldwide
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Important

The material in this presentation has been prepared by Jacobs®.

All rights reserved                            .

This presentation is protected by U.S. and International copyright laws. Reproduction and 
redistribution without written permission is prohibited. Jacobs, the Jacobs logo, and all 
other Jacobs trademarks are the property of Jacobs Solutions Inc. 

Jacobs is a trademark of Jacobs Solutions Inc. 
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